2020-2021 Undergraduate Scholarship Award Winners

The Department of Economics is proud to announce the winners of the 2020-2021 school year undergraduate scholarship awards. The department is privileged to have seven endowed scholarships to administer, and this year 34 different ECON students were awarded a scholarship - CONGRATULATIONS

**NEAL HAHN:** Mr and Mrs Walter Hahn endowed The Neal Hahn Scholarship in 1980 in honor of their son Neal.
This year’s winners of the Neal Hahn scholarship are:
SRIKARI AYYAGARI
ASHLEY CALLAHAN
MADISON GIBSON
JESSICA GOODE
PHILIP KRAMER
BARANE NATARAJAN
ZHAOHUA PEI
CLAIRE RISHER

**JACQUELENE BROWNING:** The Jacqueline Browning Scholarship was endowed in 1989 in honor of Jacqueline Browning and is awarded each year to the best qualified honors Economics student who will be entering their senior year of study.
This year’s winner of the Jacqueline Browning scholarship are:
KEVIN CASTANEDA
KRISTEN DAVIS
JESSICA LYNG
JOEL ROESNER
GAGE SATTLER
LIAM SHIN
NOAH SKRUDLAND

**SVETOZAR PEJOVICH:** Professor Svetozar Pejovich taught for over 25 years with the Texas A&M Department of Economics. To honor his distinguished contributions to the field, the Professor Svetozar Pejovich Future Leaders Award for Texas A&M University undergraduate economics students was established.
We have five winners of the Svetozar Pejovich scholarship. They are:
JOSEPH ENDER
JULIUS JANG
SOPHIE JOLAS
JAMES LOVELL
REAGAN LOXTON
**KIMBERLY AND ANTHONY BUGAI:** The Kimberly and Anthony Bugai Scholarship was endowed in 2015 by Kimberly and Anthony Bugai to provide scholarships to ECON students in good standing.

The winner of the Kimberly and Anthony Bugai scholarship this year was: **CALEB ZUNIGA**

**ELKIN:** Valorie and Jeff Elkin endowed the Elkin Scholarship in 2009. The Elkin family has a long history with Texas A&M and in 2009 three endowments were set up for the departments of Economics, Petroleum Engineering and Computer Science – the three departments where the Elkin children received their A&M degrees.

This year’s winner of the Elkin scholarship is **HUDSON WITTI**G

There were 12 other ECON students that were awarded various scholarships through the College of Liberal Arts

- The Andrea R. and Lyle A Eastham Scholarship was awarded to: **DAVID GRACIA**

- The Carol C. ’79 and John T. ’79 Rynd Scholarship was awarded to the following ECON students:
  
  **JAMES MCDUAGAL**  
  **JADELIN NGUYEN**  
  **ABDULLAH SHAIKH**  
  **OSCAR VILLANUEVA**

- The Donald R. Burrus ’42 Memorial Scholarship was awarded to the following ECON students:
  
  **MARIAM KHALFE**  
  **SUKRITEE PARAJULI**  
  **ALEXA ZOTOS**

- The Miky Sodhi ’04 Scholarship was awarded to: **MILTON MOLINA**

- The Rebecca F. Mentzer ’16 Endowed Scholarship was awarded to: **KALISTA JORDAN-DEBRUI**N

- The T.J. Connelly Liberal Arts Scholarship was awarded to:
  
  **WILLIAM COOPER**  
  **ASHLEY DENNIS**

Congratulations to all of our Economic Scholarship Awardees!

Thank you to the donors who have made these scholarships possible